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Creating memorable experi-
ences in every level of service
provided and always sharing

the passion of sports cars with
Camaro enthusiasts, Chevrolet
Alghanim invited “Kuwait Camaro
Club” to VIP experience at the exclu-
sive movie premier of the highly
anticipated Transformers 5: The Last
Knight, in which one of the main
characters, the Bumblebee, has
always been a Chevrolet Camaro in
all its previous titles. The screening
took place in the VIP area of Grand
Cinemas at Hamra Tower.

The event comes as part of the
ongoing commitment of Chevrolet
Alghanim to the sports cars commu-
nity and in specific the Kuwait
Camaro Club, sponsoring its events
and gathering, initiating exclusive
events for its members to reward
them and enable them to be the
first to explore new Camaro cars
launched in the Kuwait. Chevrolet
Alghanim aims through its support
to add value and enrich the passion
for its sports cars and attracts youth.

Speed, performance and design
The Camaro SS 2017 is not only

the best Camaro SS ever, but also
one of the best performance cars
available, designed by Chevrolet to
be lighter, more powerful, refined,
with more advanced technology.
Described as the most powerful yet,
the Camaro SS set to prove its per-

formance capabilities with an
extreme 0-100 mph-0 test, thereby
establishing a new performance
benchmark in the sport car segment
for Middle East customers. 

The most powerful Camaro SS
ever built, the car provides a faster,
more nimble driving experience
with a new 6.2L direct-injected
Small Block V-8 rated at 455 horse-
power and 455 lb-ft of torque.
Lightweight architecture and opti-
mized systems. Significant weight
savings came from using an alu-
minum instrument panel frame
instead of steel, has contributed in
the reduction of the overall suspen-
sion weight. With the lighter, stiffer
architecture and more powerful
engines, the Camaro SS delivers bet-
ter lap times than the fifth-genera-
tion’s track-focused Camaro 1LE
package.  The Camaro features a
new, multi-link MacPherson strut
front suspension with Camaro-spe-
cific geometry. The double-pivot
design provides a more precise feel-
ing of control, including more linear
and communicative feel from the
quick-ratio electric power steering
system. At the rear, a new five-link
independent suspension yields out-
standing wheel control and reduces
“squat” during acceleration.

Other features 
Aerodynamically optimized

design that is the result of 350 hours

of wind tunnel testing, reducing
drag on LT models and improving
down force on SS. More athletic-
looking, sculptured exterior that
complements the tighter, leaner
architecture - and offers all-new,
modern lighting signatures, includ-
ing light-emitting diode (LED) tech-
nology. All-new, interior with shifter-
focused center console, intuitive

controls, flat-bottom steering wheel,
and higher quality materials
throughout.  Unique control rings
around the air vents used for tem-
perature and fan speed adjust-
ments, eliminating the need for con-
ventional buttons.

Superior Technology
With performance and advanced

design comes a superior technology
to complement the overall unique
experience that every sports car
enthusiasts looks forward to. The
technology features include: All-
new Drive Mode Selector, which tai-
lors up to eight vehicle attributes
for four modes: Snow/Ice, Tour,
Sport and - on SS models - Track set-
tings. Segment-exclusive, Interior

Spectrum Lighting that offers 24
different ambient lighting effects
on the dash, door panels, and cen-
ter console. High-definition, config-
urable color displays - including
available dual, 8-inch-diagonal
screens. Driver-centric technology
including Head-Up Display, wireless
smartphone charger and Apple
CarPlay.

Chevrolet Alghanim hosts ‘Kuwait Camaro Club’ 

Kuwait National English School’s SEN department holds concert

“What a Wonderful World “was the theme of the SEN closing ceremony for the Sen Department from Kuwait National English School. The staff from the SEN Department of Kuwait National English School showed their dedication and
commitment for the benefit of their children in a cheerful and lovely atmosphere. Congratulations to the children who performed with enthusiasm and joy on this occasion.


